20th May 2010
Run Number 149
Starting at Greenhills, Greenhill Road, Mossley Hill
The Pack: Carthief; FCUK; Tia Maria (Hare); Compo; Brian
Compo’s exhortation to the faithful
S•, es una semana m‚s Thirstday, en otra buena hash que esperar. Nuestra liebre es T•a
Mar•a y este es su primer sendero por el que se para nosotros, por lo que esperan algunos
giros y vueltas espaƒol. Partimos de ...
(Yes it’s another Thirstday week, so another good hash to look forward to. Our hare is Tia
Maria and this is her first trail laying for us, so expect some Spanish twists and turns. We start
from ...)
Tia Maria responded
bueno que bien!
perfecto el espaƒol...
Gracias por el detalle.
besitos
TM
which Compo babel-fished as “good that well! perfect the Spanish… Thanks for the detail.
little kisses METRIC TON “ Now there is a Hash name for you!

A small but perfectly formed Pack gathered for a virgin (for MTH3) Hare. The
description of Tia Maria’s day left the Pack exhausted before we even started.
Up early to give 1hr lecture. I hr questions and answers, 3 1/2 hours to set the
run (and then 2 † hours to run it).
The markings were explained

and the results submitted for peer review (well we all peered at them). DPS
was explained.

Two Hash Flashes were taken to make the Pack appear bigger. than it was

The Hare pointed the way to the first Check and after checking out all four
directions Trail was found down Booker Avenue. Mather Avenue beckoned
with falsies along all possible routes. Out onto Allerton Road and up through
the Golf Course.
The Hare had even managed to arrange Spanish bluebells along the route.

Onto an artistically placed Check

A Check Back
to a specially
demolished wall.
Is there no end to
our Hare’s talents?

Into Allerton Towers with some spectacular blossoms. The Hare had seen
them before but FCUK was nearly running backwards in admiration.

Out onto Menlove Avenue and Allerton Road and then it was Woolton Wood
The gate posed no problem for Compo

A welcome sign

as we admired the view

Starting off again and straight
onto a Check Back

Into Clarkes Gardens (no apostrophe according to Google in case you were
wondering) and along a woodland path with a Check Back at the end.
Hash Flash and The Hare took great delight in allowing the remainder of the
Pack to find the Check Back for themselves
Check back
up here

Trail

Up the slope and a long run down to DPS (Deserved Pub Stop)

Eventually the run continued out onto Woolton Road and ………..

a long stretch down

Some more multi-marked Checks and finally

Back at the cars at

a spread of Spanish delights awaited the Pack which seemed to disappear as
quickly as if there had been twice the number.
A sort of circle was called (Overdrive had cried off due to a cold).
Tia Maria (Metric Ton) for the run

Compo, FCUK, Carthief, and Brian for all reckoning they had followed the
most falsies.
Compo and Tia Maria for their discussions and actions concerning Besitos

Carthief for the lack of Spanish cheese.
Tia Maria for not being able to name 7 Spanish cheeses.
Carthief and Brian for Checking together (whatever that means)
We retired to Greenhills to relax and recover our lost liquid.

